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Abstract

In this talk I introduce a formal framework to deal with persistence and change of
material objects in time. I first consider three ontological theories: perdurantism [6, 7, 17],
endurantism [20] and sequentialism [2]; then develop a formal account for these theories by
means of semantics for quantified modal logics: Kripke semantics [3, 10], the substantial
interpretation [5] and counterpart semantics [1] respectively.

I show that each interpretation soundly formalizes the corresponding ontological ac-
count by referring to three features of these semantics: (i) the nature of individuals ap-
pearing in the domains of these structures, (ii) the principles on identity sound with respect
to each account, (iii) the representation and solution of ontological problems within the
logical frameworks. I conclude that Kripke semantics, the substantial interpretation and
counterpart semantics are sound formalizations for perdurantism, endurantism and sequen-
tialism respectively.

Finally, I outline some applications of these formalisms to cope with the problem of
comparing and reducing ontologies. By results in [4] and [9] I single out the necessary and
sufficient conditions according to which an endurantist, a perdurantist and a sequentialist
can meaningfully talk to each other.

In the last years there has been a lively debate on the persistence conditions for physical
objects in time [13, 14, 18]. The several proposals available in the literature can be roughly
divided into three main accounts:

• Perdurantism (Hawley [6], Heller [7], Sider [17]), according to which physical objects
are extended in time as well as in space, with temporal parts formally analogous to spatial
parts.

• Endurantism (Wiggins [20]), which maintains the alleged traditional account of persis-
tence1: physical objects extend only across space, and persist in time by remaining wholly

present in every moment in which they exist.

• Sequentialism (Chisholm [2], Lewis [11, 12]), which agrees with endurantism in thinking
of objects as not extended in time, but differently from endurantism it does not speak
of identity of individuals in time. The different temporal stages of an individual are
connected by a counterpart relation into a unique ens successivum.

I develop a formal account for each one of these ontological theses by means of models for
quantified modal logic. The key intuition is the same underlying the temporal reading of modal
logics: the worlds w1, w2, . . . in a model for quantified modal logic are interpreted as instants
in time.

1In [14] Lowe ascribes endurantism even to Aristotle (Physics, Book IV, 10-14).
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I introduce three different semantics for a first-order modal language containing only indi-
vidual variables, no constant nor functors. Formulas are defined as follows:

φ ::= Pn(x1, . . . , xn) | x = y | ¬φ | φ → φ′ | �φ | ∀xφ

Then I show that each semantics soundly formalizes the corresponding ontological account.

I first consider Kripke models, defined as ordered 4-tuple 〈W, R, D, I〉 s.t.

• W is the set of instants w1, w2, . . .;

• R is the precedence relation on W ;

• D is a function assigning to every instant w ∈ W , a set D(w) of individuals existing in w;

• I is an interpretation of our first-order modal language.

I argue that Kripke models soundly formalize endurantism by the following points:

(i) The individuals in the domains of these structures are wholly present objects, as variables
are interpreted on the elements belonging to the various D(w1), D(w2), . . .. Moreover,
individuals are reidentified with themselves in moving from one to another instant.

(ii) The principles concerning trans-temporal identity - Leibniz Law (x = y) → (φ → φ[x/y]),
the necessity of identity (x = y) → �(x = y) and the necessity of difference (x 6= y) →
�(x 6= y) - hold both in Kripke models and endurantism.

(iii) The problems with this ontological account can be represented within the present logical
framework. I analyse the puzzles of qualitative and mereological change, as discussed in
[19], and the puzzle of coincident but distinct objects[7]. I maintain that the endurantist
solution to the first one - consisting in indexing properties to time - can be represented
within the Kripke models. On the other hand, the second and third argument can be for-
mally reconstructed, and a contradiction deduced, by the endurantistically valid principles
in (ii).

In virtue of all these features common to Kripke models and edurantism, I conclude that the
first ones soundly formalize the latter.

Secondly, I present the substantial models in [5], defined as Kripke models with in addition
a set F of functions on W s.t. f(w) ∈ D(w), which intuitively represents the domain of four-
dimensional objects stretching across different instants.

The necessity of identity and the necessity of difference - rejected by perdurantists - do not
hold in substantial models; this is the case as both in perdurantism and substantial models
Leibniz Law is not unrestrictedly valid, but has to be limited to non-modal formulas.

In addition, the perdurantist solution to the puzzle of qualitative change - via temporal parts
- can be formalized in the substantial models. As to the puzzles of mereological change and of
coincident but distinct objects, the contradiction is no longer provable within the present logical
framework. Moreover, there exist substantial models formalizing the perdurantist solutions to
these puzzles.

Even in this case our semantics for quantified modal logic - the substantial models - is sound
with respect to the theses of perdurantism.

Finally, I introduce the counterpart models, defined as Kripke models endowed with a
counterpart relation Cw,w′ ⊆ D(w)×D(w′) for every couple 〈w, w′〉 of instants. The peculiarity
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of this semantics is that a modal formulas �φ, with free variables x1, . . . , xn, is true at an instant
w for an assignment σ to the variables iff in every instant w′ accessible from w, the formula
φ is true not for σ(x1), . . . , σ(xn), but for their counterparts in w′. This approach was first
formulated by Lewis in [11], and note that Lewis’ arguments in favour of his Counterpart Theory
are motivated by a sequentialist account of persistence in time.

In virtue of the counterpart-theoretic analysis of trans-temporal identity, both sequentialism
and counterpart models reject the necessity of identity and the necessity of difference, as an
object can have more than one counterpart and can be counterpart to more than one object.

In the end let us consider our puzzles. As it was the case for substantial models, there
exist counterpart models formalizing the sequentialist solutions to the puzzles of qualitative
and mereological change. We have problems with the puzzle of coincident but distinct objects,
as Leibniz Law holds in counterpart models and we can still prove a contradiction. This fact
detects a flaw either in the present formal account or in the conceptual apparatus of sequen-
tialism, the subject demands further investigation.

I conclude that our models for quantified modal logic soundly formalize endurantism, per-
durantism and sequentialism respectively.

In the final part of my paper I outline some applications of these formalisms to cope with the
problem of comparing and reducing ontologies2. In [4] Fitting, Kracht and Kutz in [9] introduce
translation functions from the validities in counterpart models to the validities in substantial
models, which work under precise constraints. According to the correspondence thesis, these
formal results can be applied to define the constraints by which the truths of sequentialism
translate into perdurantistically acceptable statements. I aim at singling out the necessary and
sufficient conditions according to which a sequentialist and a perdurantist can meaningfully
talk to each other. I extend this formal comparison to endurantism as well.

In the end I stress the role that logic - quantified modal logic in particular - can play in
analysing ontological issues as persistence and change of material objects, thus improving our
comprehension of the logical consequences of our ontological theses.
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